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Recent work in auditory scene analysis explores the use of non-negativity
constraints on unsupervised learning for pre-symbolic analysis of sound. This
thesis looks at an extension of these methods for the task of polyphonic pitch
detection in musical audio, combining modified NMF and a log-frequency pre-
processing step to recover the relative pitches of notes played simultaneously.
A number of tests are then used to probe the capabilities and limitations
of the new algorithm, including its performance on multi-timbral polyphonic
data.
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Notation

Matrices M are denoted by bold upper-case symbols, and vectors v appear in bold lower-
case. The scalar element at the ith row and jth column of M is written as sij . The set
of real numbers is written as R, the integers as Z, and Rm×n denotes the set of m × n
matrices with real entries.
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1 Background and Project Aims

1.1 Introduction

This paper considers an application of the non-negative matrix factorization (NMF)
technique to an auditory scene analysis problem in polyphonic musical audio. It first
considers the problem domain and surveys related work in the field, giving an overview
of key concepts such as linear models, independence, and sparsity, before introducing
NMF. An implementation of the ideas is demonstrated on a variety of audio data, and an
understanding of its capabilities and limitations is developed by a number of experimental
tests. Problems are highlighted, and consideration is given to how the algorithm could
be extended to address these. Finally the inherent limitations of the approach for this
application are considered, and alternatives are suggested.

1.2 The auditory scene analysis problem

Hearing animals are able to make use of information drawn from the patterns of varying
air pressure that constitute sound signals to guide their actions. This information serves
a variety of behavioural ends by facilitating the detection, timing, spatial localization and
recognition of salient events: pursuit and evasion; the classification of threats, mating
or feeding opportunities; social interactions, and recognition of particular individuals are
just a few.

Although the targets of interest to the hearing animal are the various sound sources in its
environment, auditory sense data does not arrive already packaged into separate signals
belonging to these sources. How can an organism make meaningful inferences about its
environment from the raw, mixed auditory signal? Bregman, influenced to some extent
by work in the field of computer vision, termed this the auditory scene analysis problem
[9].

The difficulties of grouping and segregation of components of the sound energy arriving
at the cochlea into “perceptual objects”, or what Bregman calls “auditory streams”, are
not immediately obvious from human introspection. In general our low level auditory
systems solve this problem so transparently that we already perceive the auditory world
as constituted of such discrete streams.

Yet despite this apparent effortlessness, making these inferences computationally remains
a difficult inverse problem. Bregman’s psychoacoustic work led to the formulation of a
number of heuristic guidelines for auditory segregation, many inspired by Gestalt prin-
ciples such as “common fate”, “best continuation”, etc., but relatively little success has
been achieved in the implementation of systems to directly apply these [40].
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1.3 Perception, information and redundancy reduction

A more general way to consider audition, and perception in general, is in terms of the
flow of information. One need not subscribe to a view of intelligence as primarily a
rule-based symbol processing activity to find use for information theoretic concepts. The
cyberneticists W. Ross Ashby and von Förster framed the problem of perception in this
way, speaking of:

... the astounding capacity of living organisms to reduce the almost uninter-
rupted stream of information impinging on their sense organs to a quantity
suitable for making relatively simple, but crucial decisions - as, to run or to
stay, to hide or to attack - the decisions that enhance the organism’s chance
of survival.[37]

The interpretation of perception as information processing extends almost back to the
development of information theory by Shannon [39]. The idea that perception is about
exploiting structure, or redundancy, in the sensory input, were put forward by Attneave
and then Barlow in the 1950s [1, 4]. Their early arguments were made on the grounds
of biological economy: it was thought that by eliminating inherent redundancy due to
the highly structured nature of sense data, organisms could compress information and so
facilitate its processing with their limited neural and energetic resources.

By redundancy reduction is meant that process by which a message is losslessly recoded
to a more compact form, without losing information from the message. However, as
Ashby notes, the decisions an organism must make on the basis of its sense data may
be of the nature “to run or to stay”. At this point, one can fancifully claim that the
masses of sensory data that inform this decision are reduced to a single bit. This is not
merely lossless redundancy reduction, but the discarding and filtering of information on
the basis of salience or irrelevance to the organism’s behaviour.

Accordingly, perception can be understood as a process of selective information loss after
the initial acquisition of sensory information. It is argued below that generative models
fitted to the data provide a way of doing this, and can both reduce redundancy and
discard irrelevance. Moreover, these models can be implicit in the analysis process, and
need not be explicitly designed as such.

1.4 A narrower focus

Rather than tackling the whole auditory scene analysis problem at once, this project will
focus on the problem of segregating or grouping frequency bands of sound energy into
auditory streams. We also neglect the case of multiple sensors (microphones or ears)
and focus on monaural audition. Multiple sensors, or at least the ability to move the
sensors, are essential for sound source localization, and localization does play a part in
auditory streaming [9] so this makes the problem harder in some ways. However, humans
are still able to perform this task without the benefit of binaural listening: for instance,
distinguishing musical instruments in mono recordings.
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We will also concentrate on the analysis of musical audio at present. This problem do-
main provides a rich and challenging environment of structured audio signals in which to
investigate ideas about auditory grouping and segmentation. Furthermore, the computa-
tional analysis of digital music is currently an important application area in its own right,
and a system able to make useful inferences about real-world music would be valuable in
itself.

The scope will also be restricted to non-negative matrix factorization as the implementa-
tion technique. This project aims to investigate both the advantages and the limitations
of the NMF technique for the current application, in the theoretical framework discussed
above.

1.5 Frequency, pitch and timbre

An auditory system provides a bridge between the physical domain of sound, which can
be described mathematically in terms of time and frequency, and a perceptual domain
where concepts such as pitch and timbre are properly employed. Clear definitions of
these terms and their relationships are required for the work that follows.

Fourier analysis enables a time domain audio signal to be transformed into the frequency
domain, making apparent the distribution of the signal energy at each frequency rather
than at each instant in time. Though there are limitations inherent in the technique,
(e.g. those associated with dealing with finite length, discrete time digital signals), these
restrictions are well understood and rigorously defined (e.g. [2, 34]).

On the other hand, according to Shamma and Lyon in [19], “pitch is that perceptual
property of a sound that can be used to play a melody, while timbre is a rather more
vague perceptual property that distinguishes musical sounds of the same pitch”.

The connections between the three concepts are simplest in the case of a single sinusoid.
Such a signal, e.g. sin(2πft), appears as a sinusoidal oscillation in the time domain.
After a Fourier transform to the frequency domain, it appears as an impulse at a signal
frequency f (figure 1). Such a signal has a characteristic timbre - it is perceived as a
“pure tone” - and a definite, clear pitch, corresponding to the single frequency.

We can construct other periodic signals with the same fundamental frequency, but dif-
fering timbres, such as the square wave or sawtooth wave, also shown in figure 1. These
other signals contain sound energy at multiple frequencies, but may still have a definite
perceptual pitch. In this case, we can quantify the pitch of the sound as the frequency
of the sinusoid with perceptually matching pitch. It is in this sense that middle C on
a piano has a reference pitch of 262 Hz. Accordingly, pitch and frequency are defined
in the same units, but they are not identical. For instance, the perceptual pitch of the
piano note may be 262 Hz, but the sound also contains many other frequencies. Which
other frequencies are present, their relative weighting, and their evolution in time, are
the factors that determine the perception of a characteristic piano timbre. This can be
visualized with the short-time Fourier transform (STFT), which consists of frequency
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Figure 1: Time and frequency views of different timbres
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analyses taken at short time intervals (shown for a middle C piano note recording from
[8] in figure 2a).

If multiple frequencies are present, why is the piano note perceived as a single note
with a 262 Hz pitch, and not something like chord of pure tones? This is the auditory
grouping question again. Part of the reason is the special structure of this harmonic
sound. Note that much of the sound energy is concentrated in regularly spaced ridges
of static frequency, with a comb-like structure in the frequency domain plots in figure
2. Moreover, the peaks in spectral magnitude are harmonically related, occurring at
integer multiples of the fundamental frequency: nf0, n ∈ N. Were we to resynthesize the
piano sound from a sum of sinusoids, but mistune one harmonic so it no longer fits this
structure, we would probably find that a separate pitch was indeed heard.

Psychoacoustic phenomena such as this mistuned harmonic example, and others such as
the “missing fundamental” [9] are evidence that human auditory systems treat harmonic
sounds specially. Autocorrelation-like mechanisms in auditory processing are likely can-
didates for this function. It has been argued that pitched, harmonic sounds, like many
animal vocalizations, may have special status in animal communication, perhaps because
they are relatively easy to detect against other noise. However, harmonicity is not the
only influence on perceived pitch, however. Inharmonic sounds can cause pitch percepts
as well but often the pitch is perceived as less distinct, or multiple pitches may be per-
ceived. Accurately predicting the perceived pitch of inharmonic spectra is still an open
research problem (e.g. [11]).

An important exception to this unpredictability of pitch perception is in the case of
scaling. Though the pitch of an inharmonic sound heard in isolation may be ill-defined,
relative pitch ordering can be reliably elicited if sounds with scaled spectra are presented
to the listener; for instance, a shift of one octave is perceived if a tape recording of a
sound is played back twice as fast as it was recorded.

The effect of this particular transformation in the frequency domain is to multiply the
frequencies of all the partial tones in a sound by two. Equivalently, looking at logarithmic
frequency, the effect of the transformation is a translation, or constant additive shift,
since log(Kf) = log K + log f . This scaling operation’s effects on the original piano
note recording, in each of the time, frequency and log frequency domains, are depicted
in figure 3.

This transformation preserves any harmonic relations between spectral peaks, and hence
leaves the timbre of the sound unaltered. It is given a physical interpretation by what
Casey [12] terms the general law of acoustic similarity - the transformation is equivalent
to a uniform rescaling of the linear dimensions of an underlying physical system. That is,
given two resonating objects, of the same materials and shape, but of different sizes, the
sounds produced would be related in this way. Therefore, a hearing creature can reliably
obtain information about the common characteristics of the two objects (from their
shared timbre, or spectral profile shape), and make judgements about their relative sizes
(given the frequency scaling) [43, 23]. This holds regardless of the intrinsic harmonicity
of the sounds considered individually.
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Figure 2: Middle C piano spectra
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Figure 3: Pitch scaling the piano sound
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Figure 4: Neural network linear model
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2 Previous work

2.1 Linear generative models

Common to the learning algorithms studied in this project is the use of linear models to
describe data sets, some salient properties of which are examined briefly in this section.

A linear model can be described with nothing more than a standard matrix multiplication:

V = WH

or considering the columns of H and V separately, as several matrix-vector multiplica-
tions:

vi = Whi

This notation compactly describes a variety of systems. For instance, the simplest neural
network can be described in this way if we consider W to describe the synaptic weights,
h to be the activations of units in the “hidden” layer, and v as the outputs of linear
neurons that simply sum their inputs: vk =

∑
j Wkjhk (see e.g. [20]). Figure 4 depicts

such a network with two hidden nodes and two outputs, so W ∈ R2×2.

Exactly the same model can be applied to describe the case of multiple signals mixed
together in a linear manner. In this case, v can be interpreted as a random vector of
observations (for instance the recorded signal at microphones placed at various locations);
h as the signals emitted by sound sources at various locations, and W as a mixing matrix
describing how much of each signal is received at each sensor. If there are three sources
but only one sensor, for example, W ∈ R1×3.

Frequently, the values of each component may not be available; for instance, we may have
only the matrix of data observations V. In order to make inferences about the processes
that gave rise to these observations, we can assume the observations are the outcome
of such a generative model, and attempt to estimate plausible values for W and H, in
a process of model fitting. Models in general need not be linear, of course, but where
linearity holds, this process of inference results in decomposing the observation matrix
into separate factors: V = WH. In this sense, using linear models can be described as
(possibly approximate) matrix factorization.
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In general, the problem is underdetermined - there are infinitely many ways to factor
a given matrix. Different linear techniques such as PCA [24], or those described below
(ICA, sparse coding, and NMF), choose one of the possible factorizations according to
their own objectives. There are certain indeterminacies in the linear model itself which
affect them all, however. For instance, the scaling of the two factors is not fixed, since
we can use any invertible diagonal matrix λ and its inverse to rescale the columns of W
and rows of H without affecting the solution:

W′H′ = (Wλ)(λ−1H) = W(λλ−1)H = WH

Similarly, we can reorder the columns of W and the rows of H, and if the permutation is
the same on each side the reconstruction will be unaltered. For an arbitrary permutation
P,

(WPT )(PH) = WPTPH = WH

since permutation matrices are orthogonal and PTP = I.

How a particular application constrains these and other sources of indeterminacy depends
on its particular goals.

2.2 Independent Component Analysis

Independent component analysis (ICA) seeks to factor the observation matrix by assum-
ing that the data was generated by a number of statistically independent sources. Using
the notation of the previous section, ICA assumes that the variables of the random vector
h are statistically independent from one another, and seeks to find an optimal unmixing
matrix W−1 that separates the components of v according to the same criterion.

The problem can be defined in information theoretic terms [5]. The unmixing matrix
should minimize the mutual information that each component xi of x gives about the
others (Bell and Sejnowski’s information maximization approach [5]). Full independence
is obtained when the mutual information is zero, or equivalently, when there is no redun-
dancy between the coefficients.

Some of the first applications of ICA were to the blind source separation problem (BSS),
for instance in demixing audio signals from a microphone array. This immediately calls
to mind the present project of isolating sound source components from an audio mixture.
However, the application of unmodified ICA to time domain sound signals requires at
least as many observations as sources. This can still have useful applications - consider
a conference calling telephone system with one microphone per speaker - but it is clearly
not a good model for human binaural or monaural audition.

One method of working around this limitation is to project the time-domain signal into
the frequency domain by the use of the STFT (e.g. [34]). The STFT magnitudes at each
time and frequency form a matrix commonly known as the spectrogram (figure 5). Casey
and Westner demonstrated a method of independent subspace analysis (ISA) using ICA
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Figure 5: Spectrogram of piano middle C
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for monaural sound signals in this way, taking advantage of the higher dimensionality of
the frequency domain representation [13, 12] .

This corresponds with the linear model v = Wh in the following way: the frame of
the spectrogram at time i corresponds to an observation vector vi, and we assume that
each such vector is a linear combination of other vectors: vi =

∑
j hjiwj . The basis

vectors wj are the columns of W, and the coefficients hji are the elements of the vector
hi describing the contribution of each wj to the reconstruction. When ICA is applied,
it seeks independent coefficients, and the basis vectors emerge from the same process.
(In fact, it is an approximation to assume that the spectral magnitudes add linearly
as this does not take into account phase information from the STFT. Nevertheless this
simplifying assumption shows good results in practice [46]).

The spectrogram V has a physical interpretation: the ith row of V describes changes
in sound energy in the ith frequency channel over the timespan of the signal, whilst the
column vector vj describes the frequency profile of the sound at the jth time frame.
Because of the way the matrix factors combine, we can also apply this physical interpre-
tation to the indexing of the W and H matrices. We have already seen that the order
of the columns of W or the rows of H can be permuted arbitrarily. However, the row
index of W corresponds to frequency, and the column index of H to time, when the
spectrogram is reconstructed.

Consequently, each vector wj can be thought of as a prototypical spectral profile - loosely
related to “timbre”, as defined above - several of which are summed together to give the
frequency distribution in each frame. Each row of H describes the contribution of that
“timbre” to the sound at that time.
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2.3 Sparsity

The linear model v = Wh was used again by Olshausen and Field in [31], an attempt
to account for the qualitative features of receptive fields of cells in primary visual cortex
V1. Here, the vector v represents the intensities of pixel points in an image (loosely, the
activity of retinal ganglion cells). The activities of “cortical cells” are given by h, and
the basis vectors in W describe the cells’ receptive fields.

This time, the basis is chosen to maximize the sparsity of the coefficients h. A sparse
code means that a given observation “can be represented in terms of a small number of
descriptors out of a large set” [31]. In the case of our linear model, this implies that
only a small number of the coefficients in the vector h will be significantly non-zero at
any time. Accordingly, plotting the probability distribution of a single component hi, we
would not expect to see a Gaussian bell-shaped curve. The distribution would be more
kurtotic: sharply peaked around zero, with heavier tails.

A given image can represented well with sparse activation coefficients only if the basis
vectors each coefficient represents are well matched to commonly occurring structural
features of the image, and the image is dominated by few such features. In [31] it was
shown possible to define an objective function that maximized sparsity while minimizing
reconstruction error, and use this to adapt the basis vectors wj for optimum performance
on a given set of images. The patterns that emerged can be described as localized,
oriented, band-pass spatial filters, or “edge detectors”.

Such a code embodies Barlow’s redundancy reduction principle [4, 3]. Redundancy be-
tween the coefficients is removed by capturing recurring structure of the input data in
the basis vectors. Sparse coding turns out to be closely connected with ICA, which also
seeks activation coefficients with non-Gaussian distributions. Indeed, [6] showed ICA can
similarly be used to learn edge detector filters.

Returning to auditory perception, such sparse, independent codes for natural sound
signals in the time domain have also been explored by Lewicki [28] and Smaragdis [40].
Both found wavelet-like filters, localized in time and frequency, qualitatively similar to
responses determined in experimental studies of the mammalian cochlea. This provides
some evidence that biological evolution has matched the auditory periphery to produce
such a sparse code for audition in general.

Much current research in sparse coding and music analysis (e.g. [7, 46]) aims to learn
sparse codes for specific audio signals, such as a single piece of music rather than the
general category of “natural sounds”, and this offers a promising route for the discovery
of meaningful structure in sound signals.

2.4 Non-negativity

We have seen that we can decompose a spectrogram into a set of spectral profiles, and
a set of activations of each profile. In the model-fitting architecture, we might hope to
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interpret these physically, for instance, as the spectral profiles of separate notes, and their
associated amplitudes. This interpretation is hindered by the fact that the unmodified
methods we have seen so far permit the elements of either factor to take on negative
values. This is no problem for the mathematics of the linear model, but implies that
we cannot have found a plausible generative model for the sound data. For instance,
there are no “negative instruments” that make others quieter, nor is it possible to play
an instrument with “negative energy”.

To address this, we must constrain all the elements of each factor to be non-negative
(positive or zero). This is not a trivial restriction, especially in high dimensions: the
constraint on each element in turn halves the admissible space, so the chance of a random
vector in RN satisfying the requirement is only 1 in 2N [44].

2.4.1 Non-negative matrix factorization

NMF was proposed by Lee and Seung in an effort to circumvent these problems and
obtain a more meaningful decomposition of multivariate data sets [27].

The NMF problem can be stated as an optimization: given a data matrix V and a cost
function F , find W and H that minimize F (V,WH) subject to Wij ,Hij ∈ R+. The
constraints mean that an iterative approach is required, unlike the closed form solution
of PCA. Furthermore, the problem is not convex in both W and H simultaneously, so
attainment of the global optimum is not guaranteed. A local optimum will be found,
dependent on the initialization of the algorithm.

Depending on the cost function, it may be possible to solve this by standard gradient
descent, projecting the solutions back into the space admitted by the constraints at
each step. However, Lee and Seung showed fast multiplicative update rules for two cost
functions - the Euclidean distance metric,

F (V,WH) = ‖V −WH‖2

and the generalized Kullback-Leibler divergence measure,

F (V,WH) =
∑

i,j

(
Vij log

Vij

(WH)ij
− Vij + (WH)ij

)

These learning rules are simple to implement, and only moderately computationally
intensive (complexity O(mnr) per iteration [49]). For instance, given the Euclidean cost
function, the factors are initialized randomly, then updated in turn with:

H← H⊗ WTV
WT (WH)

W←W ⊗ VHT

(WH)HT
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where ⊗ denotes element-wise multiplication, and the divisions are similarly element-
wise. Detailed proofs of convergence are given in [26], but it is easy to see that the
updates have a stationary point when V = WH, so that the multiplier goes to 1. Also,
since the set of non-negative real numbers R+ is closed under multiplication, there is no
need for a separate step to enforce positivity.

The usefulness of NMF lies in its ability, like PCA, to produce a reduced rank decom-
position. If V is M ×N , we approximate it with factors W and H of sizes M ×R and
R×N respectively. This ensures that the rank of the reconstruction is at most R, which
is generally chosen to cause a reduction in the number of entries in Wand H compared
to V: R(N + M) < NM . This means that the algorithm is being asked to reconstruct
the input using less information, which it can only do by removing redundancy from the
data. In other words, NMF can be seen as performing the kind of structure-seeking and
compression described in section 1.3.

The combination of non-negativity and redundancy reduction means that NMF naturally
tends to favour factors which are sparse, and what Lee and Seung termed “parts-based”.
These properties arise because the basis vectors can only be combined additively - no
subtraction is possible during the linear combination. Intuitively, it is difficult to make
use of basis vectors with a non-sparse, global activation pattern under these conditions.
Once such vectors have been added to the reconstruction, there is no way to cancel any
of their effect. On the other hand, vectors which consist only of only a few, frequently
co-occurring components will be easier to combine to make up the reconstruction. These
co-occurring, non-negative patterns often form recognizable “parts” of the input data.

A final motivation for the use of NMF stems from the interpretation of linear models
as neural networks, presented in section 2.1. Whilst biological neural synapses exhibit
plasticity, the equivalent of changing the elements of W in the model, they always remain
either inhibitory or excitatory synapses. This means that the elements of W cannot
change sign, and any biological learning rules are subject to one-sided constraints similar
to those described above. This is not to say that the multiplicative NMF algorithm per
se is implemented in biological neurons. On the other hand, what is interesting is that
NMF shows how the ability to capture structure in sparse, parts-based decompositions
can sometimes arise “for free” from this apparently minimal, simple constraint.

2.4.2 Sparse NMF extension

Although NMF tends to produce decompositions that are sparse in both W and H
implicitly, it is also possible to modify the cost function and updates to explicitly seek
sparsity in one or both parts of the solution. This was first proposed with additive update
rules by Hoyer [22, 21].

Here we use an alternative version with multiplicative rules, put forward by Eggert and
Körner [15]. These rules are derived from the Euclidean NMF updates, but instead
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optimize the cost function:

1
2
‖V − ŴH‖+ λ

∑

i,j

|Hij |

where Ŵ denotes W after the columns are scaled to unit norm. Though
∑

i,j |Hij | is only
an approximation to the sparsity of H (the L1-norm rather than the so-called L0-norm),
the cost function tends to prefer solutions which are sparse in H, with the parameter λ
controlling the degree to which they are favoured.

2.4.3 Overlapping NMF extension

Eggert, Körner and Wersing also proposed another extension, the so-called overlapping
NMF model [16]. They noted that though NMF can perform rank reduction by detecting
redundancy in image datasets consisting of image “parts” recurring across multiple ob-
servations, other structure remains unexploited. In particular, the decomposition cannot
recognize what a human observer might call “the same part in a different place”.

Their extension of NMF permits the basis vectors (the columns of W) to be subject
to a variety of linear transformations, and retains the activation data (rows of H) for
every allowed transformation. The reconstruction is now the sum of all of these recon-
struction patterns. Thus, in addition to our M × R matrix W, we now use P separate
M ×M transformation matrices {T(1), ...,T(P )}. Furthermore, we now require multiple
activation matrices, {H(1), ...,H(P )} to describe the activity coefficients for each basis
vector in each transformation. The reconstruction of each input vector vj now uses the
“overlapping” sum of all of these:

vj ≈ rj =
∑

p

T(p)Wh(p)
j

The authors provide update rules for the Euclidean cost function, and claim that their
convergence can be proven by similar means to those of Lee and Seung. This modifica-
tion increases the complexity of each step, by necessitating the retention of P different H
matrices. Furthermore, the rank of the reconstruction is now rp rather than r. This can
mean there is less pressure on NMF to perform rank reduction, and consequently “unin-
teresting” solutions, which do not capture meaningful data structure, can be obtained.
Combining the sparse and overlapping NMF modifications is suggested to ameliorate
this.

2.5 Applications of NMF to auditory tasks

A great deal of ongoing research seeks to extend and apply NMF to tackle music analysis,
source separation, and other auditory problems, e.g. [47, 41]. However, two papers in
particular are relevant to the present project, and are discussed below.
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2.5.1 Polyphonic music transcription - Smaragdis and Brown

Smaragdis and Brown were first to apply NMF to the problem of the polyphonic music
transcription [42]. They present results for the first few bars of a Bach piano fugue, using
NMF with the original Lee and Seung algorithms, and claim high accuracy rates for the
transcription problem, making only two minor mistakes on their extract. By setting
r = 27, they recover one spectral basis vector per piano note in W, while the rows of
H correspond to the “transcription”. They acknowledge that the technique is limited to
instruments such as the piano, with notes which exhibit a “static harmonic profile”.

However, it is arguable whether the rows of H should be really be called a “transcription”
since they do not constitute a symbolic musical score. Some human intervention is
required, for instance to reject any spectral basis vectors which converge to noise-like
patterns rather than piano notes. Most importantly, the labelling and sorting of the
spectral bases with piano note names is done manually on the basis of the observed
harmonic structure of the spectrum. As discussed previously, NMF is not sensitive to
the order of the vectors, and the random initialization step means the ordering will also
be random.

2.5.2 Vocal pitch tracking - Sha and Saul

Recent work by Sha and Saul [38] on a related problem, polyphonic human voice pitch
detection for automatic speech recognition, surmounts the problem of random ordering.
They work with a log frequency representation, rather than a linear frequency spec-
trogram. Their system also makes use of an instantaneous frequency technique [25] to
estimate the sinusoidal components associated with voiced speech, further tailoring it to
the the application.

They use NMF in an initial off-line learning phase on a large monophonic speech corpus,
to acquire a single average spectral profile “characteristic of voiced speech”. The basis
vectors are “constrained ... to be related by a simple translation on the log-frequency
axis” (though they do not detail how the constraint was implemented). Consequently,
the columns of W now represent a single spectral template at different log frequency
offsets: shifted in pitch, in the “scaling” sense of section 3.

During real-time pitch detection, the learnt template is no longer adapted, but simply
matched against the incoming audio frames by the technique of non-negative deconvolu-
tion [29]. The constrainted, ordered structure of W then makes it possible to estimate
the number and pitches of sources present in each frame by looking at which basis vectors
have non-zero activation coefficients.
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Figure 6: System structure
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3 Implementing the system

3.1 Implementation aims and scope

This project aims to take Smaragdis’ work [42] analyzing polyphonic music with NMF
as a starting point, and go further by also automatically ordering the recovered bases
according to pitch in a manner similar to [38]. The system will use the basic structure of a
log-frequency pre-processing front end, followed by analysis by overlapping NMF (figure
6). Various choices for the pre-processor and NMF updates to be used are investigated
below, along with the effects of the parameters chosen and the properties of the input
data on the system’s performance.

We are not implementing a complete music transcription system, taking audio input
and producing a symbolic output like a MIDI file, only a pre-symbolic analysis which
does not attempt to solve problems like estimation of meter, key and genre. These high
level concepts are beyond our scope for now, and are also specific to particular musical
traditions rather than musical sound in general.

3.2 Evaluation framework

To assess the results of changes to the data and system parameters, objective performance
measures are needed. Since we are attempting to fit a model to observed data, the
approach taken in this paper is to generate some audio data from such a model, then run
the system on this known test set, and see how well the learnt parameters correspond to
those of the underlying “ground truth” model.

We note that with a reliance on self-generated data for model evaluation, there is a risk
of being “doomed to success”. Consequently, after using synthetic test data to build an
understanding of the technique and the relationships between the various parameters, we
should also test with some form of real world data to investigate whether the algorithm
has wider applicability.
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3.2.1 Test data generation

The test data used here consists of random sequences of harmonic tones with fundamental
frequencies drawn from the even-tempered 12 tone scale. Given the reference frequency
A = 440Hz (the standard tuning for concert A), each fundamental will be one of the
geometric series (2

N
12 )A , N ∈ Z.

Each test signal is a random sequence of musical tones generated from a “score” matrix
S. The rows of S correspond to notes of the scale, the column indexes time, and the
elements represent amplitudes. (In this scheme, the identity matrix S = I represents a
monophonic, descending chromatic scale). The rows of S are then used to modulate the
amplitudes of a bank of oscillators which are mixed together to synthesize the output
signal. An 8khz sample rate was used, and either square wave or sawtooth oscillators,
low-pass filtered well below the Nyquist rate to prevent aliasing.

How we fill in the elements of S depends on the aspect of the system we wish to inves-
tigate. For instance, adding more non-zero entries to a single column, we increase the
polyphony (number of simultaneous voices) in the audio signal. By adding rows to S,
we extend the range of pitches, and by adding or removing columns we create longer or
shorter sound patterns.

An example score matrix S, with two-note polyphony and a twelve-semitone range, is
shown in figure 7a. An extract from the generated audio signal is shown in 7b. The aim
of the system is then to learn an approximation to S, given only the audio.

3.2.2 Evaluation score definition

By choosing the design for the score matrix S as described above, we ensure that the
ground truth data is of a similar form to the activation matrix H. This makes it easier
to design a quantitative evaluation score without adding another layer of complexity to
the system (for instance, trying to label symbolic note onsets by thresholding or similar).
The system is performing segmentation and pitch detection effectively if the output H
is similar to S in some defined sense.

It is reasonable to tolerate certain kinds of dissimilarity, where the indeterminacies are
inherent to the model. For instance, the pre-processing frequency analysis and requantiz-
ing step will likely change the number of columns in the output matrix H relative to S,
but we can allow for this by resampling and interpolating the rows of one matrix. Also,
we do not wish to penalize a score that is accurate only up to a multiplicative factor,
since this is not determined by the NMF linear model.

To judge the similarity between two vectors h and s of the same length (individual rows
from H and S), we disregard the magnitudes of the two vectors, and consider only the
cosine of the angle θ between them: 0 ≤ cos θ ≤ 1. This cosine similarity measure
will be 1 only when the vectors are parallel (most similar), and 0 when the vectors are
orthogonal (least similar).
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Figure 7: Example test data
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We can calculate the cosine efficiently by the use of the inner product, since s.h = sTh =
|s||h| cos θ (e.g. [44]). Hence:

similarity(s,h) =
sTh
|s||h|

To judge the match between all the rows of two matrices, S ∈ RQ×N and H ∈ RR×N ,
we can sum the similarity scores between corresponding rows. This is given by summing
elements along the diagonal of the matrix S̃H̃T , where S̃ and H̃ are the matrices formed
by normalizing each row of S and H:

similarity(S,H) =
1
Q

∑

i

(S̃H̃T )ii

(N.B. We divide by the total number of rows Q so that a perfect similarity score is still
unity.)

This assumes that all the rows are in one-to-one correspondence. We do indeed wish the
ordering of the rows in S and H to be significant, since the overlapping NMF algorithm
should be sensitive to this. However, due to the random initialization of NMF, it is
possible that there will be an arbitrary constant offset between the rows of each matrix.
We also wish the measure to be applicable when R 6= Q. Therefore, we will permit the
offset giving the best similarity score to be used, by choosing from the sums along along
all the diagonals:

similarity(S,H) = max
j

1
Q

∑

i

(S̃H̃T )i(i+j)

There is still a minor penalty for solutions with offsets j 6= 0 when R ≤ Q, since when
there are fewer than Q entries in the sum a perfect score cannot be obtained.

3.3 Audio pre-processing

We consider two alternative front-ends for the system, both of which transform a time
domain signal into a non-negative time-frequency distribution with a log frequency axis.

The first method employs a modification of the linear Fourier transform, the constant-
Q transform. Whereas the complex outputs of the standard transform can be seen as
the output of a bank of filters of constant bandwidth linearly spaced in frequency, in
the CQ transform they correspond to the outputs of geometrically spaced filters with
proportionally increasing bandwidth. (Q, the “quality factor” of a band-pass filter, is the
center frequency divided by the bandwidth.)

The CQ transform allows us to form a log frequency equivalent of the linear spectrogram
in a natural way. Instead of taking magnitudes of the Fourier coefficients in each time
frame, we take the magnitudes of the CQ transform output for the frame. To obtain
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these, we calculate a transformation matrix which maps a fixed size Fourier transform
to the CQ scale, as described in [10]. This is applied to each frame of the STFT before
taking the magnitudes to form the log-frequency spectrogram.

The second approach for the pre-processing step starts by modelling the sound as an
additive mixture of time-varying sinusoids. Although conventional Fourier analysis also
models signals as sums of sinusoids, these are static in frequency, so a human voice singing
a glissando would be represented by different frequency bins in different time windows.
The alternative approach is to use a small, fixed number of sinusoids to represent the
harmonics of the voice and vary their frequency over time. (This is more appropriate
for pitched tones than noisy, percussive sounds, and much work in this paradigm retains
a noise residual of some kind to allow for this. However, in the present work we are
interested in pitch tracking, so the loss of unpitched noise information may be considered
acceptable.)

Obtaining a sinusoidal model of a given sound can be done by a variety of means: the
instantaneous frequency mapping approach used in [25] and [38], or by following ridges
on a spectrogram, for instance. The present work makes use of the open-source software
library Loris to do this [17]. Loris combines peak tracking with frequency reassignment,
which increases precision by making use of the phase as well as the magnitude information
from the Fourier transform.

For the current project, we discard information Loris provides about the noise compo-
nents of the signal, and use only the estimates of the evolution of the sinusoidal frequen-
cies and amplitudes over time. Finally, we requantize these in time and log frequency, to
form the desired spectrogram-like matrix.

3.4 Modified NMF learning stage

We have seen that the aim of the present work is to order the spectral bases recovered in
W by musical pitch. Yet there is no concept of a single timbre played at different pitches
in the standard NMF algorithm: the basis vectors wj are entirely distinct entities. The
overlapping NMF model, described in section 2.4.3, is more appropriate for this purpose.
Here we adapt it from its presentation in [16] by generalizing it to make use of update
rules for other cost functions than the Euclidean distance metric, and by tailoring the
set of transformations to our application.

The overlapping NMF framework reconstruction uses a sum of linear transformations
T of the basis vectors, V ≈ ∑

m TmWHm. The transformations of interest here are
translations (since translation in the log-frequency representation corresponds to pitch
scaling of the sound). These can be represented as matrices, e.g. 1-step translation for
vectors in R3 can be represented as:

T1 =




0 0 0
1 0 0
0 1 0
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since

T1




a
b
c


 =




0
a
b




This is not an invertible transformation - information is lost as elements are shifted
past the matrix boundary, and accordingly the matrix T is singular. However, the use
of a cyclic translation, such as that employed in [16], is not appropriate here (the top
harmonics of high notes do not reappear below the fundamental as the pitch is raised).

By a change of notation, we can relate this to the standard NMF framework and regain
the simplicity of the basic linear model. Rather than retaining multiple separate trans-
formation and activation matrices Tm and Hm, we combine these into new structured
matrices W̃ and H̃ by concatenation, so that W̃H̃ =

∑
m TmWHm ≈ V. For a single

basis vector w:

W̃ =



↑ ↑

T1w · · · Tmw
↓ ↓




H̃ =



← H1 →

...
← Hm →




This concatenation technique can be extended to cope with multiple columns in W before
transformations, as long as the order of columns in W̃ matches that of the rows in H̃.

Given structured matrices of this form, we can see that the update of H̃ is unchanged
from the standard algorithm. Therefore the proofs of convergence given in [26] remain
valid here. For W̃ to retain its structured form, however, we cannot update each column
separately. The contributions from each column, Tmw, must be combined to update the
underlying w vector.

The technique employed here is to take the matrix Ã of adjustments that would be made
to W̃ by the update rule, apply the pseudoinverse (Tj)+ of the appropriate transforma-
tion to each column ãj , and combine these columns to give a vector of adjustments for w.
For the zero-padding translation transformations described above, which are permutation
matrices but for some additional zeros, the pseudoinverse is simply the transpose:

T+ = TT

Although only a Euclidean cost version of the overlapping NMF algorithm is given in
[16], in the scheme given here we can use any suitable update rules to produce find the
adjustment matrix Ã. We have implemented both the Euclidean distance and divergence
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cost updates proposed by Lee and Seung, and additionally the sparse NMF updates
proposed in [15] and described in section 2.4.2.

Several methods of combining the update vectors were tested (sum, geometric mean and
arithmetic mean) and it was found that the arithmetic mean gave the best convergence
properties and lowest reconstruction error. In [15], Eggert and Körner note that their
changes to NMF break the symmetry between the roles of W and H, and thus invalidate
the convergence proof for the W-step. Similarly in this case, convergence under the pro-
posed update for W is not guaranteed. However, deviation from monotonic convergence
under standard update rules is mild in practice and good results have been obtained, as
demonstrated empirically below.

3.4.1 Implementation details

Although each transformation of the basis vector is described with a matrix T, since we
only use the translation operation there is no need to perform a full O(n2) matrix-vector
multiplication each time in the actual implementation, and a simple array shift is faster.
As another special case, for translations with a step size of 1, the resultant sum of shifted
vectors is a convolution, rj = w ∗ h̃j , so FFT methods could conceivably yield a further
performance gain. However since we are using larger step sizes in the present system,
this has not been pursued.

Care must also be taken to avoid element-wise divisions by zero. Accordingly, we add
a small positive constant ε to both sides of such divisions (like most implementations of
NMF [48]).

4 Experiments and results

To investigate the system, we first demonstrate the performance of the unmodified NMF
algorithm within our test framework, before introducing the overlapping NMF method,
and demonstrating that it is able to order by pitch automatically as intended. We then
justify the choice of the pre-processing step and cost functions, before examining the
sensitivity of the system to alterations in the data parameters.

We then examine the system’s performance on more challenging cases: multi-timbral
separation and real musical audio.

4.1 Unmodified NMF

We first seek to replicate the results from [42], showing that our proposed time-frequency
representation is suitable for decomposition with standard NMF.

The test audio signal from figure 7 was processed with the Loris pre-processing stage
using a 10Hz frequency resolution, and re-quantized using 0.1s time intervals and 72 log
frequency bins per octave, from 50Hz to 4kHz (figure 8).
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Figure 8: After pre-processing and quantizing
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This was analyzed with the standard Lee and Seung NMF algorithm: W and H were ini-
tialized randomly (from a rectified Gaussian distribution), and updates for the divergence
cost function were applied for a decomposition of rank r = 12.

As expected, the objective function decreased monotonically with successive iterations.
This is shown in figure 10 (where a logarithmic scale has been used for detail, because of
the rapid convergence in initial stages).

We further see that the vectors in W now approximately resemble the comb-like spectral
profile of the sawtooth wave used to render the audio data (like that in figure 1f). They
are roughly translated on the log frequency axis by varying amounts, but are arranged
in an arbitrary order (figure 9a).

Figure 9b shows the coefficients H, which have taken on sparse activation patterns some-
what resembling the rhythmic patterns of the score matrix S. However, since each row of
H relates to a vector from W, and those vectors are randomly ordered, H is not a good
transcription of S. This means that the decomposition scores poorly on the similarity
measure defined in section 3.2.2. We find that similarity(S,H) = 0.2105.

4.2 Overlapping NMF

We now apply the modified overlapping NMF algorithm to the same data set. The same
preprocessing stage was used, and we still use the divergence cost function with a rank
12 decomposition, but now W consists of a single basis vector subject to translations in
multiples of 6 rows (since we use 72 steps per octave, 6 steps gives one semitone).

The results are shown in figure 11. As intended, the ordering of the bases in W now
forces the rows of H into the correct order. This means that H is directly comparable
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Figure 9: Unmodified NMF results
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Figure 10: Unmodified NMF convergence (divergence cost)
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Figure 11: Overlapping NMF results
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(c) True score (reprinted from section 3)

to S. The similarity score is much improved, similarity(S,H) = 0.8236.

However, we can tell by visual inspection of S and H (or by the offset used to find the
maximum similarity score) that the learnt score is offset by one row from the original,
so row 1 from S corresponds to row 2 in H, etc. This is due to the random initialization
with no a priori idea of what the basis vector w should be.

The main artifact as a consequence of the offset is the spurious activation of row 1 in
H, reflecting row 12 in the score. Given the one row offset, the system should use the
non-existent row 13, but this is not possible. Since harmonic notes an octave apart share
many of their overtones (at nf0 and 2nf0) in common, the reconstruction error can be
reduced on balance by using row 1 instead.

We also note that the algorithm is converging to the solution acceptably, despite the loss
of the monotonicity guarantee (figure 12).
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Figure 12: Overlapping NMF convergence (log scale)
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4.3 Comparing preprocessing algorithms

Whilst a log frequency representation of some kind is integral to the pitch detection
mechanism, it is not obvious which of the two pre-processors (CQ spectrogram or Loris
sinuisoidal modeller) should give the best performance. The CQ spectrogram is mathe-
matically simple (like the STFT, the transform is linear until the magnitudes are taken),
and makes no special assumptions about the sound source. The transformation kernel
need be calculated only once for each transform size, making it fast to compute there-
after. However, some information is lost when the phases of the STFT are discarded (the
non-negativity requirement of NMF means we can only work with the magnitude part
of the transform).

On the other hand, the Loris library makes use of phase information to increase precision
during frequency reassignment. The sinusoidal modelling assumption is also inappropri-
ate for noisy sounds without clear harmonic structure, although here we are concerned
with musical, pitched sounds. It is more computationally intensive than the CQ spec-
togram, and less mathematically tractable.

To investigate this empirically, 200 audio test signals were randomly generated (using
a range of polyphonies from 1 to 4 notes, filtered square wave data and quantization
settings as before). Both preprocessing algorithms were run on each test signal, and the
overlapping NMF algorithm with the divergence cost function was run.

Comparing the score similarities for each method shows the sinusoidal model performing
significantly better than the log frequency spectrogram approach in this test (see figure
13; paired t-test, p < 0.0001).

Examining the time-frequency matrices and recovered note activations for each method,
we see that the sinusoidal modelling method represents each harmonic with a single row
of activated elements, and thus is better able to resolve individual notes, whilst the CQ
representation smears spectral energy more broadly (figure 14). Consequently the note
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Figure 13: Loris preprocessing outperforms log frequency spectrogram
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Figure 14: Log-frequency representations from each pre-processor
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activations recovered from the spectrogram are more noisy, and we also see significant
activation of adjacent channels for some notes. An example of the original score matrix,
and the versions discovered by each algorithm, are illustrated in figure 15 (similarity
scores 0.4178 for CQ, 0.6868 for Loris).

4.4 Comparing cost functions

Three different NMF cost functions and their associated update rules have been imple-
mented for the overlapping NMF system: the “Euclidean” and “divergence” measures
originally proposed by Lee and Seung in [27], and the “sparse” Euclidean measure pro-
posed by Eggert et al. in [15].

For the evaluation, one hundred random test signals were generated (3 note polyphony,
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Figure 15: NMF after CQ spectrogram shows activation of neighbouring note channels
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(b) H matrix after NMF/CQ
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(c) H matrix after NMF/Loris

Table 1: Cost function comparison
Euclidean Divergence Sparsity(λ = 0) Sparsity(λ = 0.1)

Mean 0.7861 0.7876 0.7797 0.6706
Standard deviation 0.1160 0.0964 0.1166 0.1119

36 notes, 12 note range) and the system tested on each signal four times - each of the
Euclidean and Divergence updates, and two Sparsity updates with the parameter λ set
(arbitrarily) to 0 and 0.1 respectively.

Table 1 demonstrates the results. No significant differences in mean were discernible
for this test between the first three alternatives. Sparsity (λ = 0.1) was significantly
worse (p < 0.0001). This shows that the sparsity parameter does indeed have an ef-
fect, but indicates that without tuning this parameter, it is not guaranteed to increase
performance.

Unfortunately, it is not obvious how we should choose the value for λ in sparse NMF, and
this is complicated further by the fact that its effects are sensitive to the dimensions of
H. The combination of both the sparse and overlapping modifications to NMF has also
exhibited less reliable convergence than the other update rules in our implementation.

It is possible to demonstrate the effects of the sparsity parameter λ, however. To measure
sparsity between different vectors in a comparable way, we use the measure proposed by
Hoyer in [22], which is zero when a vector has all elements equal, and 1 when exactly one
element is nonzero,

sparseness(x) =

√
n−∑ |xi|/

√∑
x2

i√
n− 1

where n is the dimensionality of x.

During repeated runs of the algorithm from the same initialization on a single data set
(3 note polyphony, with a 3 octave range), we vary λ, measuring the sparseness of the
vector w before translations, and the mean sparseness of the rows of H (figure 16a). We
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Figure 16: Sparse NMF: effects of sparsity parameter λ
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(d) W learnt with λ = 0.15

can see that H generally becomes more sparse as intended, but also that w becomes less
so.

This effect on w can be seen qualitatively in figures 16d and 16e, showing the w vectors
learnt with λ = 0 and λ = 0.15. With sparser activation coefficients, w becomes less
sparse to compensate, taking on a broad-band noise appearance.

This happens at the expense of reconstruction error (figure 16b), so we should not be
surprised if this causes a performance deterioration in many cases. However, it is possible
that for high rank decompositions, when unaltered NMF does not capture much structure
from the data, forcing the algorithm in this way could help, as argued in [15]. This seems
to be the case for the natural concert audio, described below in section 4.7.
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Figure 17: Learnt bases from mistuned data
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4.5 Sensitivity to data characteristics

4.5.1 Inexact tuning

Since overlapping NMF depends on translating the basis vectors to recognize shifts in
pitch, we may suspect that it will perform poorly if the instruments in the extract are
not tuned accurately. For instance, if we are looking for notes related by semitones, using
a frequency resolution of 72 bins per octave, the basis vectors will be translated in steps
of 6. Mistuned notes will have spectral profiles which are not translated by an exact
multiple of 6 steps. It might appear that the system could fail dramatically in this case.

To investigate, the same random polyphonic melody extract was synthesized twice using
sawtooth waves, once with exact equal temperament tuning, and once with the tunings
of the notes altered by random multipliers (roughly equivalent to a piano in which the
tunings of the keys have drifted by up to half a semitone).

Figure 17 demonstrates that whilst precision is affected, the algorithm can compensate
to some degree by broadening the peaks in the learnt spectral bases. This exemplifies
the advantage of an adaptive approach like NMF over a fixed, harmonic template match-
ing system. Where the data do not exactly fit the model demanded of it, compromise
solutions can sometimes be found.

4.5.2 Varying length of test signal

Since NMF is a purely data-driven, unsupervised algorithm, its performance is dependent
on the availability of sufficient data. This dependence was investigated by varying the
length of the signal in two ways: first by keeping the length of each note constant and
varying the number of notes per extract, then vice versa.
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Figure 18: Varying length of input data
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Figure 18a shows the results of the former test. One hundred two-note polyphonic test
signals were used, with pairs of notes from a one-octave range presented at 0.4s inter-
vals. Performance judged by the similarity measure is poor when few notes are presented,
though as the length of the signal increases, performance improves rapidly until it reaches
a plateau. Limitations of this sort are inherent to NMF’s batch learning method. How-
ever, approaches such as combining offline NMF with non-negative deconvolution (as in
[38]) offer a way to work around them, by trading off adaptivity for speed.

In the second test, the same number of notes are presented but note duration is varied.
The effects of reducing the note duration are to reduce the number of vectors representing
each example note combination in the time-frequency matrix V, and also to increase the
proportion of edge effects at note onsets and offsets. Consequently we would expect
deteriorating performance once the note duration becomes very small.

This effect can indeed be seen in figure 18b, particularly as the note duration decreases
below 200ms. From this we can infer that the NMF decomposition will have greater
difficulty analyzing music with fast runs of short notes, limiting its applicability to some
genres. However, this might be ameliorated by choosing finer quantization intervals for
the pre-processing stage, though the attainable resolution is ultimately limited by the
sample rate.

4.6 Multi-timbral mixtures

The previous investigations have concerned analysis of polyphonic audio, where all the
notes have approximately the same spectral profile, scaled in frequency to shift the pitch
in the case of the synthetic tones, or notes from the same piano in the case of the real
audio.

However, another compelling musical application would be the ability to segment audio
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by timbre as well, for instance to produce separate transcriptions for a singer, and the
accompanying piano part. If the identity of a sound source is indeed encoded in the
spectral profile, there is reason to think the present technique might be able to extract
this information.

This multi-timbral separation is a difficult problem. The previous transcription and
pitch detection work with NMF [38, 42] has not thus far attempted this beyond the
manual identication and discarding of “noise” components. Where work using NMF and
related techniques has tackled multi-timbral source separation [13, 47] a pitch tracking
or transcription element has not been included.

As an initial exploration, two inharmonic spectra with five partials each were generated
at random. A two voice polyphonic mixture was created, using additive synthesis to
generate these complex tones for each note, with the pitches drawn from a 12 semitone
range at random. The overlapping NMF system was used on this mixture with r = 2,
p = 12, and the output is shown in figure 19.

The output in the H matrix can easily be segmented into sections corresponding to each
timbre, since the correspondences between the rows and the transformed vectors in W
are known by construction. For evaluation purposes, the best combined similarity score
for the possible pairings of the ground truth scores with these sections of H then indicates
which is the correct match, making possible a generalization of the evaluation measure
defined previously.

These results are certainly encouraging, and demonstrate that the technique is possible
at least for some classes of data, but they may not easily generalize to other data.

4.7 Application to real audio

Having explored the implementation choices, we wish to apply the system to real poly-
phonic audio. We follow [42] in choosing a piano piece, since the piano exhibits relatively
static spectral profiles for each note. The tests were done with a concert recording of
Erik Satie’s Gymnopedie no. 1 played on a real piano [36]. It was decoded from MP3 to
16 bit PCM format, resampled to 8khz, and mixed to mono giving just over 142 seconds
of audio.

Since the piece was not generated from a score matrix, we cannot use the simple eval-
uation framework as before. We can use a MIDI representation of the true Satie score
[35] to obtain data in approximately the same format, but it is not equivalent, since the
MIDI file is a symbolic representation and does not contain all the information about
the note amplitudes and envelopes in the way that the score matrices for the test signals
do. Furthermore any expressive timing introduced by the performer will not be reflected.
Nevertheless, it does provide a list of note numbers and approximate onset times which
we can use to judge the algorithm’s performance manually.

The whole piece was analyzed twice, with the divergence and with the sparse cost func-
tions, The first few bars of the decomposition are shown below, alongside the notes
extracted from the score and converted to a similar format (figure 20a).
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Figure 19: Multi-timbral pitch tracking
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(b) Learnt section of H matching timbre 1
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The piece has a range of four octaves, requiring the use of a rank rp = 48 decomposition.
Unfortunately, this is sufficiently high to permit the decomposition to find the trivial
solution of a single harmonic in the basis vector, and reconstruct most of the input data
with that. This means that using the standard divergence cost function, H contains a
lot of spurious activity besides than the true note activations (figure 20b).

On the other hand, if we use the sparse cost function, it becomes possible to extract
something very close to the true scores. The parameter λ = 0.015 was chosen (by trial
and error). Some spurious notes are still found, predominantly “echoes” of correct notes
at higher octaves.

Despite these errors, it is fair to claim that the basic musical structure of the score has
been captured into H. If we use this matrix as a “piano roll”, to drive a synthesizer bank
like that used for the test data, the result is audibly a version of Satie’s Gymnopedie,
played on a synthesizer rather than the original piano. (It is an interesting property of
the decomposition that the octave errors, although incorrect, are not musically intrusive
in the resynthesis in the way that the semitone intervals caused by spurious activation
of adjacent channels would be: the same property of harmonic overlap that causes the
octave errors minimizes their musical dissonance.)

5 Discussion

The discussion below examines specific strengths and weaknesses of the system on the
basis of the experiments above, considering ways to work around them. It then sets these
specific issues into broader theoretical context, considering NMF as a method for implicit
generative model fitting, contrasting it to explicit modelling approaches, and considering
directions for future work.

5.1 Effectiveness

We have shown that the proposed system is able to produce sparse decompositions of a
suitable time-frequency distribution, and order the recovered spectral bases to perform
polyphonic pitch tracking, without harmonic template matching or a priori instrument
models.

The use of a sinusoidal modelling front end to track individual partials in the audio
stream has been justified as a useful enhancement when pitch tracking.

The system exhibits a degree of robustness, for instance coping with inexact musical
tuning by adapting the learnt spectral bases to better fit the data. It also operates in an
unsupervised manner with very few free parameters, and is capable of operating without
exact knowledge of the number of notes in the extract.

The system has been shown capable of simultaneously segmenting mixed audio data by
timbre and performing polyphonic pitch tracking for some test cases.
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Figure 20: Transcription from real audio
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(b) First columns of H (Divergence NMF)
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(c) First columns of H (Sparse NMF, λ = 0.015)
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Analysis of real musical signals from a concert piano recording, despite some spurious
additional notes, is able to provide reasonable results without any prior training. No
manual sorting of the recovered bases is required, since they are already ordered by
relative pitch, and a subjectively plausible audio resynthesis can be immediately obtained.

The computational requirements of the system are modest. Whilst it is not suitable for
real time operation in this form due to the batch nature of the algorithm, decomposition
and analysis of 192 seconds of CD-quality audio (44.1khz sample rate) takes around
220 seconds on a 1.7 Ghz laptop computer; moreover, the greater part of this time
(186 seconds) is taken up by the Loris pre-processing stage. There may be scope for
improvement here, by employing an alternative harmonic tracker or by optimizing Loris
(which was not designed for real time operation).

5.2 Limitations and issues

Some problems emerge when the algorithm’s implicit assumptions are not met. For
instance, the assumption that a sound changing in pitch corresponds exactly to simple
translation on the log frequency axis is relatively fragile. This model describes a rescaling
of the dimensions of a sound source, but many musical instruments would be better
modelled with a source-filter model instead. For instance, the pitch of a guitar note
alters with the vibrating length of the string, but the spectral profile is also influenced
by resonances from the body, which do not change with the note being played.

There may be further preprocessing steps which could ameliorate conditions like this in
special cases - for instance, if the “static spectral profile” assumption is not met because
of a fixed filter after the pitch-varying source, it may be possible to compensate with
a whitening technique like homomorphic deconvolution (e.g. [34]). On the other hand,
we may not need do to this if the NMF algorithm is sufficiently tolerant to provide an
approximate fit anyway. Sha and Saul’s work depends on this, using a single “average
spectral profile” successfully to match voiced speech despite the time-varying filtering
performed by the vocal tract.

There are also computational issues. The loss of the monotonic convergence guarantee in
generalizing the overlapping NMF framework is problematic, justified only by the need
for flexibility in the present project and the practical successes achieved with the modified
algorithm.

Other problems are more basic to NMF. For instance, as the decomposition rank in-
creases, there is less pressure on the algorithm to remove redundancy from the decom-
position. Consequently, the system may not capture the note structure as intended,
and the transcription will be inaccurate. The introduction of an explicit sparsity pres-
sure, following [15], has shown some promise in alleviating this problem. However it can
be problematic to performance if incorrectly set, and it is unclear how to choose the
parameter beyond trial and error.
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5.3 Implicit vs. explicit models

We can understand the system’s strengths and weaknesses better if we consider it to
be implicitly fitting generative models to the observation data. Both stages of the sys-
tem do this. The Loris pre-processor first describes the sound in terms of the sinusoidal
model. Secondly, the overlapping NMF stage assumes that the Loris output was gener-
ated by linearly combined pitch-shifted sources with static spectral profiles, and infers
(simultaneously) what those sources should be and how they fit together.

A perceptual system which performs model fitting, in the ideal situation when the learnt
model corresponds to the actual generative structure of the data, has immediately at-
tained many of the goals discussed in section 1.3. Redundancy is reduced, since the sense
data is described in the compact form of the model parameters. Similarly, irrelevant in-
formation has been discarded: any deviation between the observation and reconstruction
due to sensor noise is thrown away, and the best fitting model parameters are all that
need be retained. (An example of this approach for de-noising whale song recordings is
given in [32]). Many of the problems described in section 1.2 are also solved: the descrip-
tion of the sensory scene is now given in terms of properties of the generating sources,
rather than in terms of the observed mixture.

However in computational systems, when this modelling process is implicit, it becomes
difficult to alter or relax the built-in assumptions, or to incorporate different model
elements, without deriving the entire system again. Formulating and verifying update
rules for NMF, for instance, is a difficult task. The alternative is to build explicit,
probabilistic models of the generative process, and this is indeed a key direction for
current research in computational audition (examples include [30, 18, 45, 7]).

Explicit models have many advantages. It is possible to extend them to incorporate
prior knowledge in a structured and theoretically justified way, for instance to build in
knowledge of particular musical instruments, or to make use of the temporal as well as
harmonic structure inherent in musical siganls.

However, there are still valid reasons to be interested in a lightweight, implicit approach
like the one presented here. For one thing, the implementation is far simpler to code and
operate, with a smaller number of free parameters. Explicit models can be very compu-
tationally intensive, and they too must still eventually rely on simplifying assumptions.

Implicit models may also be important to those interested in how the brain performs
perception and inference from a scientific rather than engineering standpoint. In partic-
ular, it is remarkable that constraints as simple as non-negativity and sparsity can have
such powerful consequences for uncovering structure. These insights can usefully inform
investigations into auditory perception in terms of higher level computational goals [19],
and guide development of lower level concrete implementations (e.g. the adaptive lateral
inhibition network proposed in [33]).

Since the constraints are simple to implement, but offer a great deal of analytical power,
it seems likely that evolved systems could exploit this. Future research might concern
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evolving neural networks and learning rules to solve perceptual tasks, to investigate
whether the use of simple details like one-sided synaptic weights can indeed provide
useful information processing ability “for free”.

5.4 Conclusion

We have seen that by seeking a more compact, less redundant recoding of a data set, sub-
ject to physically appropriate non-negativity constraints, the NMF algorithm discovers
structure which often has an intuitively meaningful interpretation [27]. Time-frequency
representations of polyphonic music exhibit structure that is exploitable in this sense [42].
Furthermore, the basic NMF algorithm can be extended to seek even less redundant de-
scriptions, by modifying it to incorporate knowledge of permissible transformations of
the basis vectors [16], and by incorporating an explicit sparsity component [15, 22].

The work in this paper, related to that in [38], has been to demonstrate that for the
specific task of polyphonic pitch transcription, adoption of a log-frequency signal repre-
sentation and a set of translation transformations, allows the algorithm to find instances
of similar timbres shifted in pitch. The introduction of this step implicitly introduces
knowledge of audio-specific structural and transformational invariants into the algorithm
([12]).

Empirical investigation of the system has justified some of the design decisions made
and shown it to be effective on a range of data, but also exposed limits. Understanding
the nature of these limitations highlights the difference between explicit and implicit
model-fitting strategies for computational perception.

This in turn suggests two possible directions for future research. From an engineering
standpoint, seeking to make hidden assumptions explicit should allow more flexible and
robust systems. On the other hand, those investigating the neural mechanisms of percep-
tion may be interested in how generative models can be learnt and employed implicitly,
given simple constraints.
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Appendix - program code

All the code was written and tested on Linux.

(PlanetCCRMA/Fedora Core 2 from http://ccrma.stanford.edu/planetccrma/software/).

The following open source libraries and code were used:

Loris version v1.2.0 [17]: http://loris.sf.net/

MIDI Toolbox v1.0 [14]: http://www.jyu.fi/musica/miditoolbox/

Code snippet for fast sine calculation from Music-DSP archive:

http://www.musicdsp.org/showone.php?id=10

Constant-Q transform Matlab code by Blankertz:

http://wwwmath1.uni-muenster.de/logik/org/staff/blankertz/constQ/constQ.html

Student’s t-test Matlab code:

http://www.inrialpes.fr/is2/people/goutte/Matlab/matlab.html

Early prototypes used Python 2.3, with SciPy, Matplotlib and Loris bindings (figure 21),
but this code has since been superceded by the Matlab and C code below.

MATLAB routines

Matlab V7.0 (R14), with the Signal Processing Toolbox, was used (http://www.mathworks.com).

% STFT suitable for use with constant-Q transform kernel

%function [stft win]=calcSTFT(input[,truncate,window,hopsize,fftsize])
% if truncate is true, discards redundant coefficients above (n/2)+1
% Window defaults to periodic hamming window, normalized to
% sqrt(sum(1))
% hopsize defaults to winsize/2
% fftsize defaults to winsize

function [stft win]=calcSTFT(input,varargin)

NFFT = 256;

win = hamming(NFFT,’periodic’); % Assuming "periodic" hanning
% window of NFFT points

win = sqrt(win/sum(win)); % normalize window
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Figure 21: Python GUI application
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if nargin > 1
truncate = varargin{1};

else
truncate = false;

end

if nargin > 2
win = varargin{2};
NFFT = length(win);

end

if nargin > 3
hopsize = varargin{3};

else
hopsize = NFFT/2;

end

if nargin > 4
fftsize = varargin{4};

else
fftsize = NFFT;

end

if isvector(input)
if size(input,2)>1

input = input’;
end

else
error(’Input must be a vector’);

end

padded = [zeros(hopsize,1); input; zeros(NFFT,1)];
nframes = fix(length(input)/hopsize)+1;

stft = zeros(NFFT,nframes+1);
for f=(1:nframes)-1
stft(:,f+1) = win .* padded((f*hopsize) + (1:NFFT));

end

stft = fft(stft,fftsize);

if truncate
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stft = stft(1:((fftsize/2)+1),:);
end

% function [constqsk,sk]=cqm(s,sk)
% Constant-Q transform of the vector S. Use the transformation
% sk if it is supplied, otherwise generate it (slow, only do
% it once if possible).

function [constqsk,sk]=cqm(s,sk)
if nargin < 2
sk=sparseKernel(100,4000,72,8000); % Matches framework.py

% defaults
end;
stf=calcSTFT(s,false,hamming(256,’periodic’),128,size(sk,1));
constqsk = abs(sk’*stf);

% EXPTALL.M - Framework for running multiple TNMF experiments

%function [results var opts elapsed]=exptall( varywhich,varname, varfunc, ...
% maxreps, optDATA,optPREPROC,optNMF )

function [results var opts elapsed]=exptall( varywhich,varname, varfunc, ...
maxreps, optDATA,optPREPROC,optNMF )

% There are three sets of options: DATA generation parameters,
% PREPROCessor parameters, and NMF analysis parameters.
% An experiment consists of varying one field (varname) in one
% of these option structs (varywhich).
% Varfunc specifies how this should be varied each time. It can
% be a string: ’10*rand’, or a function handle: @()(10*rand)
% Varfunc can also be a cell array: { 1, 2, 3 } in which case
% the exact same setup will be used except for varywhich.varyname
% being set to each value of the array each time, giving results
% in groups or pairs.

t=cputime;
results=zeros(maxreps,1);

if nargin<5
optDATA = struct();

end
if nargin<6
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optPREPROC = struct(’binsperoct’,72,’minfreq’,100);
end

if ~isfield(optPREPROC,’CQ’)
optPREPROC.CQ = 0;

end

if nargin<7
optNMF = struct(’maxiter’,40);
optNMF.shiftsize = optPREPROC.binsperoct/12;
optNMF.costfunc = ’DIVERG’;

end

opts = cell(maxreps,1);

ntests = 1;
if iscell(varfunc)
ntests = length(varfunc);

end
lastt = clock;
for ki=1:ntests:maxreps
ela = clock;
progress = [ki maxreps etime(lastt,ela)]
lastt = ela;
for testnum=1:ntests
k = ki+testnum-1;
opts{k} = struct(’DATA’,optDATA,’PREPROC’,optPREPROC,’NMF’,optNMF);

if ntests>1
opts{k}.(varywhich).(varname) = varfunc{testnum};

elseif isa(varfunc,’function_handle’)
opts{k}.(varywhich).(varname) = feval(varfunc);

else
opts{k}.(varywhich).(varname) = eval(varfunc);

end

if isfield(optDATA,’fixed’) & (k>1)

% Keep fixed data and T-F representation.
opts{k}.DATA = opts{k-1}.DATA;
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else

% Do not regenerate tune if we’re doing grouped
% tests and the variable isn’t a tune parameter.

if ((testnum==1) | strcmp(varywhich,’DATA’))
[s sc opts{k}.DATA]=maketunes(opts{k}.DATA);

else
opts{k}.DATA = opts{k-1}.DATA;

end

if ((testnum==1) | strcmp(varywhich,’PREPROC’))
if opts{k}.PREPROC.CQ
if ~exist(’sk’)
[p sk] = cqm(s);

else
p = cqm(s,sk);

end;
else
p=wavetopartials(s,opts{k}.DATA.fs,opts{k}.PREPROC);

end
end

end

if ~isfield(opts{k}.NMF,’R’)
opts{k}.NMF.R = opts{k}.DATA.noterange;

end

[wInit hInit] = tnmfinit(p,opts{k}.NMF.R, ...
opts{k}.NMF.shiftsize);

[w h d]=tnmf(p,opts{k}.NMF.maxiter,opts{k}.NMF.shiftsize, ...
wInit,hInit,opts{k}.NMF.costfunc);

if (size(h,2) ~= size(sc,2))
warning ’Resampling rows of H’
h = resample(h’,size(sc,2),size(h,2))’;

end

results(k) = scoresim(sc,h);
end

end

var = cell(size(opts));
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%zeros(size(opts));

if isscalar(opts{k}.(varywhich).(varname))
for k=1:size(var,1)
var{k} = num2str(opts{k}.(varywhich).(varname));

end
end

elapsed = cputime - t

% FREQIDX.M - Calculate logarithmic frequency index
function fi = freqidx(minfreq, numbins, binsperoct);
ra = 2^(1/binsperoct);
fi = minfreq * ra .^ (0:(numbins-1))’;

% Calculate Hoyer sparsity measure
% (see http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/u/phoyer/papers/pdf/NMFscweb.pdf)
function s=hoyersparse(x)
% Work columnwise if x is a matrix
rtn=sqrt(size(x,1));

s = (rtn - sum(abs(x),1)./sqrt(sum(x.^2,1)))./(rtn-1);

% MAKETUNES.M - Generate test audio data patterns, play with soundsc(s)

% notedur = ’0.4’
% cutoff = ’0.9’
% tunelength = ’36’
% polyphony = ’2’
% noterange = ’12’
% basefreq = ’110’
% waveshape = ’’’sawtooth’’’
% fixfilter = ’0.0’ % radians
% notelines = []
% freqnoise = (Vector of multipliers, one for each note f0)
% addnoise = ’0.0’ )

function [s score opts] = maketunes(opts)

% defaults
def.fs=8000;
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def.notedur=0.4;
def.cutoff=0.9;
def.tunelength = 36;
def.polyphony = 2;
def.noterange = 12;
def.basefreq = 220;
def.fixfilter = 0.0;
def.waveshape = ’sawtooth’;
def.addnoise = 0.0;
def.notelines = [];

opts = mergestruct(opts,def);

t=0:(1/opts.fs):opts.notedur-(1/opts.fs);
env=(1-t);
env = ( (1- (1-t).^200) .* env .^2 ); % Arbitrary amplitude envelope

scale = 1:opts.noterange;
freqs = 2*pi*opts.basefreq*2.^(scale/12); % even-tempered

% semitones
if isfield(opts,’freqnoise’);
freqs = freqs .* opts.freqnoise;

end

eval([’notes = ’ opts.waveshape ’(freqs’’*t) .* (ones(opts.noterange,1)*env);’]);

filtorder = 12;
for k=1:opts.noterange
[b,a]=butter(filtorder,opts.cutoff*(k/opts.noterange));
notes(k,:) = filter(b,a,notes(k,:),[],2);

end

if opts.fixfilter>0
[bf,af]=butter(3,opts.fixfilter);
notes = filter(bf,af,notes,[],2);

end

if ~length(opts.notelines)
opts.notelines = [];
for k=1:opts.polyphony
opts.notelines= [opts.notelines; ceil(opts.noterange*rand(1,opts.tunelength))];
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end
end

score = zeros(opts.noterange,length(env)*size(opts.notelines,2));
s=[];

for k=1:size(opts.notelines,2)
s=[ s sum(notes(opts.notelines(:,k),:),1) ];
score(opts.notelines(:,k), (k-1)*length(env) + (1:length(env))) = ...

repmat(env,size(opts.notelines,1),1);
end

s = s/max(s); % Normalize (pre-noise)

s = s + opts.addnoise*randn(size(s));

s = s/max(s); % Normalize (post-noise)

% Resample score so it will match the size of the partials matrix.
% Assume partials sampled at 1/10s
partialsamplerate = 10;
score = downsample(score’,fix(opts.fs/partialsamplerate))’;

% MERGESTRUCT.M - Merge two Matlab structures together
% (for passing default options to exptall.m)

function opts=mergestruct(opts, def)

defnames = fieldnames(def);

for k=1:length(defnames)
% if ~length(find(strcmp(fieldnames(opts),defnames{k})))

if ~isfield(opts,defnames{k})
opts.(defnames{k}) = def.(defnames{k});

end
end

% MTNMF: Multi-timbral TNMF, where W can have more than one basis
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% vector before transformations. Uses KL-Divergence cost.

function [w h d wblock]=mtnmf(V,maxiter,shiftsize,wv,h,nshifts)
% We assume columns of wv are TO BE vertically shifted up by shiftsize,
% sequentially, with nshifts describing how many versions of each
% so length(nshifts) == size(w,2) and sum(nshifts) = size(wrec,2)

[m nw]=size(wv);
[r n]=size(h);

one = ones(m,n);

offsets = cumsum(nshifts) - nshifts;
for k=1:nw
wblock{k} = (1:nshifts(k)) + offsets(k);

end

w = recW(wv,shiftsize,wblock,m,r);

for t=1:maxiter
% UPDATE H BASED ON W
t
wh = w*h;
Vdiff = (V + 1e-9)./(wh + 1e-9);
d(t,1) = sum(sum(V.*log(Vdiff + 1e-9) - V + wh));

adjust = (w’*Vdiff + 1e-9) ./ (w’*one + 1e-9);

h = h .* adjust;

% UPDATE W BASED ON H
% (translate changes back to canonical, sum them (?), multiply col 1
% of W, reconstruct W from first column)

wh = w*h;
Vdiff = (V + 1e-9) ./ (w*h + 1e-9);

d(t,2) = sum(sum(V.*log(Vdiff + 1e-9) - V + wh));

adjust = (Vdiff*h’ + 1e-9) ./ (one*h’ + 1e-9);

Wchange=zeros(m,nw);

for k=1:nw
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Wchange(:,k) = sum( shiftdownv(adjust(:,wblock{k}), shiftsize), ...
2);

end

wv = wv .* Wchange;
wv = wv ./ (ones(size(wv,1),1)*sum(wv,1) );
w = recW(wv,shiftsize,wblock,m,r);

wh = w*h;
Vdiff = (V + 1e-9)./(wh + 1e-9);

d(t,3) = sum(sum(V.*log(Vdiff + 1e-9) - V + wh));
end

function W = recW(wv,shiftsize,wblock, m, r)
% Reconstruct W

W = zeros(m,r);
for k=1:length(wblock)
ran = wblock{k};
W(:,ran) = shiftupv(wv(:,k), shiftsize*(ran-ran(1)));

end

function m=normcols(m)
% Rescale columns of m to have unit norm,
% but leave zero columns at zero
factors = sqrt(sum(m.^2,1));
factors(find(factors ==0)) = 1;
m=m./(ones(size(m,1),1)*factors);

function m=normrows(m)
% Rescale rows of m to have unit norm,
% but leave zero rows at zero
factors = sqrt(sum(m.^2,2));
factors(find(factors ==0)) =1;
m=m./(factors*ones(1,size(m,2)));

% PLOTSPREAD - Plot columns of a matrix with spaceing.
% e.g. plotspread(w) plots each column of w separately,
% but on the same axes
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function plotspread(mat,colour,linestyle, fi)
matsize = size(mat,1);
matrange = 1:size(mat,2);
if nargin > 1
set(gcf,’DefaultAxesColorOrder’,colour)

end
if nargin > 2
set(gcf,’DefaultAxesLineStyle’,linestyle)

end
mat = mat ./max(max(mat));
if nargin > 3
semilogx(fi,mat + (matrange’*ones(1,matsize))’);

else
plot(mat + (matrange’*ones(1,matsize))’);

end

% SCORESIM - Evaluate similarity between score matrix and factor H

function [s offset vals offsets]=scoresim(score,h)
% Should call with score matrix first if score and h differ in
% number of rows.

% * Normalize the rows of the two matrices
% * take the dot product between corresponding rows
% * return the sum of the d.p’s divided by the number of rows
% -- returns 1 if all rows are parallel for some offset
% -- returns 0 if all rows are orthogonal in all offsets

rowsH = size(h,1);
rowsSC = size(score,1);

if (rowsH<2)
error([’H has only ’ num2str(rowsH) ’ rows, must be >1’]);

end
if (rowsSC<2)
error([’Score has only ’ num2str(rowsSC) ’ rows, must be >1’]);

end

offsets = (1-rowsSC):(rowsH-1);

vals=zeros(size(offsets));
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p = normrows(score)*normrows(h)’;

for k=1:length(offsets)
vals(k) = sum(diag(p,offsets(k)));

end
[mv mi] =max(vals);
offset = offsets(mi);
s = mv/rowsSC;

function [W]=shiftbuild(w,r,shiftstep)
% Use only the first column of w for now

W = zeros(size(w,1),r);
W(:,1) = w(:,1);
for k=2:r
W(:,k) = shiftup(W(:,1),(k-1)*shiftstep);

end

function v = shiftdown(v,shift,padval)
if nargin<3
padval = 0;

end

% shift a column vector or matrix downwards by shift with zeropadding
v = [v((shift+1):end,:); padval*ones(min(length(v),shift),size(v,2))];

function V = shiftdownv(v,shift)
% shift a MATRIX downwards by shift with zeropadding
% each column across is shifted by k*shift
V=zeros(size(v));
for k=1:size(v,2)
V(:,k) = shiftdown(v(:,k),(k-1)*shift);

end

function v = shiftup(v,shift)
% shift a column vector or matrix upwards by shift with zeropadding
v = [zeros(min(size(v,1),shift),size(v,2)); v(1:end-shift,:)];

function V = shiftupv(v,shift)
% shift a column vector upwards by shift with zeropadding
% if shift is a vector, returns a matrix
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V=zeros(size(v,1),length(shift));
for k=1:length(shift)
V(:,k) = shiftup(v,shift(k));

end

% SPARKERNEL - For constant Q transforms, code from:
% http://wwwmath1.uni-muenster.de/logik/org/staff/blankertz/constQ/constQ.html
function sparKernel= sparseKernel(minFreq, maxFreq, bins, fs, thresh)

if nargin<5 thresh= 0.0054; end % for Hamming window

Q= 1/(2^(1/bins)-1);
K= ceil( bins * log2(maxFreq/minFreq) );
fftLen= 2^nextpow2( ceil(Q*fs/minFreq) );
tempKernel= zeros(fftLen, 1);
sparKernel= [];
for k= K:-1:1;

len= ceil( Q * fs / (minFreq*2^((k-1)/bins)) );
tempKernel(1:len)= hamming(len)/len .* exp(2*pi*i*Q*(0:len-1)’/len);
specKernel= fft(tempKernel);
specKernel(find(abs(specKernel)<=thresh))= 0;
sparKernel= sparse([specKernel sparKernel]);

end
sparKernel= conj(sparKernel) / fftLen;

% TNMFINIT: Create random matrices with correct structure
% to initialize overlapping NMF algorithm. V is the
% matrix to decompose, r the decomposition rank, translatestep
% the number of row shifts per transformation
function [Winit Hinit]=tnmfinit(V,r,translatestep)
[m n]= size(V);
Winit = shiftbuild(abs(randn(m,1)),r,translatestep);
Hinit = abs(randn(r,n));

% TNMF - The core overlapping NMF algorithm, for a single vector in W
% Implements several cost functions, and combination methods.

function [w h d]=tnmf(V,maxiter,shiftsize,w,h,costfunc,combinemethod,debug)

if nargin<5
error(’Insufficient arguments to tnmf’);

end
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if nargin<6
costfunc = ’DIVERG’;

end

if isnumeric(costfunc)
% If costfunc is a number, we are using SPARSE costfunc -
% this is the sparsity parameter lambda.
sparsity = costfunc;
costfunc = ’SPARSE’;

end

if nargin<7
combinemethod = ’amean’;

end

if nargin<8
debug=0;

end

geomean=@(x,n)prod(x,n).^(1/size(x,n)); % Geometric mean along
% dimension n

epsilon = 1e-17; % To avoid division by zero conditions

% Assume starting W has correct structure, as supplied by
% tnmfinit

[m]=size(w,1);
[r n]=size(h);

one = ones(m,n);

for t=1:maxiter

%t

% UPDATE H BASED ON W

wh = w*h;

switch upper(costfunc)
case ’DIVERG’
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Vdiff = (V + epsilon)./(wh + epsilon);
d(t,1) = sum(sum(V.*log(Vdiff + epsilon) - V + wh));
adjust = (w’*Vdiff + epsilon) ./ (w’*one + epsilon);

case ’EUCLID’
d(t,1) = 0.5*norm(V-wh,’fro’);
adjust = (w’*V + epsilon) ./ (w’*wh + epsilon);

case ’SPARSE’
wnorm = normcols(w);
d(t,1) = 0.5*norm(V-wnorm*h,’fro’) + sparsity*sum(sum(abs(h)));
adjust = (w’*V + epsilon) ./ (w’*wh + sparsity + epsilon);

otherwise
error([ ’Costfunc ’ costfunc ’ not recognized’]);

end

h = h .* adjust;

% CALCULATE UPDATES TO W BASED ON H

wh = w*h;

switch upper(costfunc)
case ’DIVERG’
Vdiff = (V + epsilon)./(wh + epsilon);
d(t,2) = sum(sum(V.*log(Vdiff + epsilon) - V + wh));
adjust = (Vdiff*h’+ epsilon) ./ (one*h’ + epsilon);

case ’EUCLID’
d(t,2) = 0.5*norm(V-wh,’fro’);
adjust = (V*h’ + epsilon )./(wh*h’ + epsilon);

case ’SPARSE’
wnorm = normcols(w);
d(t,2) = 0.5*norm(V-wnorm*h,’fro’) + sparsity*sum(sum(abs(h)));
C = V*h’ + ones(m,1)*diag(h*wh’*w)’ .* w;
D = wh*h’ + ones(m,1)*diag(h*V’*w)’ .* w;
adjust = (C + epsilon) ./ (D + epsilon);

end

if debug
plotspread(h’);
pause(0.02);
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end

% COMBINE THE UPDATES TO W, APPLY TO W(:,1), RECONSTRUCT W

Wchange=zeros(m,r);

for k=1:r
Wchange(:,k) = shiftdown(adjust(:,k), shiftsize*(k-1),1);

end

switch upper(combinemethod)
case ’GMEAN’
w(:,1) = w(:,1).*geomean(Wchange,2);

case ’AMEAN’
w(:,1) = w(:,1).*mean(Wchange,2);

otherwise % SUM
% wsum = sum(w(:,1));

w(:,1) = w(:,1).*sum(Wchange,2); %/wsum;
end

for k=2:r
w(:,k) = shiftup(w(:,k-1),shiftsize);

end

% NORMALIZE - Fix W(:,1) to unit norm, rescale rest of W and H accordingly

% whpre = w*h;

wnorm = sqrt(sum(w(:,1).^2));
w = w ./ wnorm;
h = h .* wnorm;

wh = w*h;

% norm(wh-whpre,’fro’)

switch upper(costfunc)
case ’DIVERG’
Vdiff = (V + epsilon)./(wh + epsilon);
d(t,3) = sum(sum(V.*log(Vdiff + epsilon) - V + wh));

case ’EUCLID’
d(t,3) = 0.5*norm(V-wh,’fro’);
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case ’SPARSE’
wnorm = normcols(w);
d(t,3) = 0.5*norm(V-wnorm*h,’fro’) + sparsity*sum(sum(abs(h)));

end

end

% WAVETOPARTIALS - Loris pre-processing step

% [partials freqidx timeidx] =
% wavetopartials(wave,samplerate,options);
% options.freqres = 10 (hz)
% options.minfreq = 50 (hz)
% options.maxfreq = 4000 (hz)
% options.timeinterval = 0.1 (secs)
% options.binsperoct = 36

% (Implemented as a MEX file)

MEX functions

For CPU-intensive sections of code, Matlab MEX-file extensions were written in C/C++
(GNU gcc 3.3.3, http://gcc.gnu.org/), greatly speeding up running multiple experiments.

# Makefile - Build Matlab MEX files

CFLAGS=-g -v

all: wavetopartials resyn install

clean:
rm -f *~ octave-core *mexglx

wavetopartials: wavetopartials.c lorislist.cpp wavemex.c
mex -lloris ${CFLAGS} wavetopartials.c lorislist.cpp wavemex.c -output wavetopartials

resyn: resynmex.c resyn.c resyn.h
mex ${CFLAGS} resynmex.c resyn.c -output resyn
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install:
cp *.mexglx ../

/* RESYN.C - Additive synthesis */

#include <math.h>
#include "matrix.h"
#include "resyn.h"

void run_addsyn(addsyn_t *params) {
int f, k;
double *amp;

/* initialize oscillator banks */
oscbank_t *oscbanks = mxCalloc(params->numnotes, sizeof(oscbank_t));

for (k=0; k<params->numnotes; ++k) {
oscbank_init(&oscbanks[k], params->numpartials, params->samplerate,

params->notefreqs[k], params->partialfreqs, params->partialamps);
}

/* Accumulate the oscillator outputs into the *out buffer */

for (f=0; f<(params->numframes); ++f) {
for (k=0;k<params->numnotes;++k) {
amp = params->scoredata + k + (params->numnotes * f);
oscbank_addchunk(&oscbanks[k], *amp, params->framelen,

(params->out) + f*(params->framelen));
}

}

for (k=0; k<params->numnotes; ++k) {
oscbank_free(&oscbanks[k]);

}
mxFree(oscbanks);

}

/* (Straightforward but slow sine oscillator)
void osc_init(osc_t *osc, double freq, int samplerate) {
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osc->freq = freq;
osc->samplerate = samplerate;
osc->phase = 0.0;
osc->phaseincr = 2*M_PI*freq/(double)samplerate;

}

void osc_addchunk(osc_t *osc, double amp, int buflen, double *buf) {
// Take buflen samples of the oscillator at the given freq, starting at the
// current phase, at the amplitude amp, and add them into the buffer

int t;
double v;
if (amp != 0.0) {
for (t=0;t<buflen;++t) {
v = sin(osc->phase);
osc->phase += osc->phaseincr;
buf[t] += amp * v;

}
}

}

*/

/* NEW, FASTER SIN OSC --
(adapted from musicdsp.org http://www.musicdsp.org/showone.php?id=10)

*/
void osc_init(osc_t *osc, double freq, int samplerate) {
osc->freq = freq;
osc->samplerate = samplerate;
osc->sin = 0.0;
osc->cos = 1.0;
osc->a = 2.f*(float)sin(M_PI*freq/samplerate);

}

void osc_addchunk(osc_t *osc, double amp, int buflen, double *buf) {
/* Take buflen samples of the oscillator at the given freq, starting at the

current phase, at the amplitude amp, and add them into the buffer */

int t;
for (t=0;t<buflen;++t) {
osc->sin = osc->sin - (osc->a)*(osc->cos);
osc->cos = osc->cos + (osc->a)*(osc->sin);
buf[t] += amp*osc->sin;

}
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}

void oscbank_init(oscbank_t *bank, int numoscs, int samplerate, double f0, double *freqs,
const double *amps) {
int k;
bank->numoscs = numoscs;
bank->f0 = f0;
bank->oscs = mxCalloc(numoscs, sizeof(osc_t));
bank->amps = amps;

for (k=0; k<numoscs; ++k) {
osc_init(&bank->oscs[k], f0*freqs[k], samplerate);

}
}

void oscbank_free(oscbank_t *bank) {
mxFree(bank->oscs);

}

void oscbank_addchunk(oscbank_t *bank, double amp, int buflen, double *buf) {
int k;

if (amp != 0.0) {
for (k=0;k<bank->numoscs;++k) {
if (bank->amps != NULL) {

osc_addchunk(&bank->oscs[k], amp * bank->amps[k], buflen, buf);
} else {

osc_addchunk(&bank->oscs[k], amp, buflen, buf);
}

}
}

}

void buildfreqidx(double *freqidx, double basefreq, int numnotes, double notesperoct) {
/* Equal-tempered semitones if notesperoct == 12 */
int k;
double ratio;
ratio = pow(2,1.0/notesperoct);
freqidx[0] = basefreq;
for (k=1;k<numnotes;++k) {
freqidx[k] = freqidx[k-1]*ratio;

}
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}

/* RESYN.C - Additive synthesis */

#include <math.h>
#include "matrix.h"
#include "resyn.h"

void run_addsyn(addsyn_t *params) {
int f, k;
double *amp;

/* initialize oscillator banks */
oscbank_t *oscbanks = mxCalloc(params->numnotes, sizeof(oscbank_t));

for (k=0; k<params->numnotes; ++k) {
oscbank_init(&oscbanks[k], params->numpartials, params->samplerate,

params->notefreqs[k], params->partialfreqs, params->partialamps);
}

/* Accumulate the oscillator outputs into the *out buffer */

for (f=0; f<(params->numframes); ++f) {
for (k=0;k<params->numnotes;++k) {
amp = params->scoredata + k + (params->numnotes * f);
oscbank_addchunk(&oscbanks[k], *amp, params->framelen,

(params->out) + f*(params->framelen));
}

}

for (k=0; k<params->numnotes; ++k) {
oscbank_free(&oscbanks[k]);

}
mxFree(oscbanks);

}

/* (Straightforward but slow sine oscillator)
void osc_init(osc_t *osc, double freq, int samplerate) {
osc->freq = freq;
osc->samplerate = samplerate;
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osc->phase = 0.0;
osc->phaseincr = 2*M_PI*freq/(double)samplerate;

}

void osc_addchunk(osc_t *osc, double amp, int buflen, double *buf) {
// Take buflen samples of the oscillator at the given freq, starting at the
// current phase, at the amplitude amp, and add them into the buffer

int t;
double v;
if (amp != 0.0) {
for (t=0;t<buflen;++t) {
v = sin(osc->phase);
osc->phase += osc->phaseincr;
buf[t] += amp * v;

}
}

}

*/

/* NEW, FASTER SIN OSC --
(adapted from musicdsp.org http://www.musicdsp.org/showone.php?id=10)

*/
void osc_init(osc_t *osc, double freq, int samplerate) {
osc->freq = freq;
osc->samplerate = samplerate;
osc->sin = 0.0;
osc->cos = 1.0;
osc->a = 2.f*(float)sin(M_PI*freq/samplerate);

}

void osc_addchunk(osc_t *osc, double amp, int buflen, double *buf) {
/* Take buflen samples of the oscillator at the given freq, starting at the

current phase, at the amplitude amp, and add them into the buffer */

int t;
for (t=0;t<buflen;++t) {
osc->sin = osc->sin - (osc->a)*(osc->cos);
osc->cos = osc->cos + (osc->a)*(osc->sin);
buf[t] += amp*osc->sin;

}
}
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void oscbank_init(oscbank_t *bank, int numoscs, int samplerate, double f0, double *freqs,
const double *amps) {
int k;
bank->numoscs = numoscs;
bank->f0 = f0;
bank->oscs = mxCalloc(numoscs, sizeof(osc_t));
bank->amps = amps;

for (k=0; k<numoscs; ++k) {
osc_init(&bank->oscs[k], f0*freqs[k], samplerate);

}
}

void oscbank_free(oscbank_t *bank) {
mxFree(bank->oscs);

}

void oscbank_addchunk(oscbank_t *bank, double amp, int buflen, double *buf) {
int k;

if (amp != 0.0) {
for (k=0;k<bank->numoscs;++k) {
if (bank->amps != NULL) {

osc_addchunk(&bank->oscs[k], amp * bank->amps[k], buflen, buf);
} else {

osc_addchunk(&bank->oscs[k], amp, buflen, buf);
}

}
}

}

void buildfreqidx(double *freqidx, double basefreq, int numnotes, double notesperoct) {
/* Equal-tempered semitones if notesperoct == 12 */
int k;
double ratio;
ratio = pow(2,1.0/notesperoct);
freqidx[0] = basefreq;
for (k=1;k<numnotes;++k) {
freqidx[k] = freqidx[k-1]*ratio;

}
}
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/*
RESYNMEX.C - Matlab MEX interface to RESYN code
resyn(score, dur, vargin)

*/

#include "mex.h"
#include "resyn.h"

void mexFunction(int nlhs, mxArray *plhs[],
int nrhs, const mxArray *prhs[])

{
addsyn_t addsyn;
mxArray *ptr;
const mxArray *opts;
int wavelength;

int fs = 8000;
double totaldur = 1;
double basefreq = 220;
double notesper = 12.0;
int numpartials = 1;
double partialfreqs[] = {1.0};
double *partialamps = (double*)NULL;

int i;
int noteFreqsGiven = 0;

/* Check for input and output arguments. */

if (nrhs < 1) {
mexErrMsgTxt("resyn(score,[totdur,paramsx])");

}
if (!(mxIsDouble(prhs[0]))) {
mexErrMsgTxt("Score must be of type double.");

}

if (nrhs >= 2) {
totaldur = mxGetScalar(prhs[1]);

}

addsyn.numpartials = numpartials;
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addsyn.partialfreqs = partialfreqs;
addsyn.partialamps = partialamps;

if (nrhs == 3) {
opts = prhs[2];

if (!mxIsStruct(opts)) {
mexErrMsgTxt("Third argument must be structure if present");

}

if ((ptr = mxGetField(opts, 0, "basefreq"))) {
basefreq = mxGetScalar(ptr);
mexPrintf("basefreq: %f\n",basefreq);

}

if ((ptr = mxGetField(opts, 0, "notesperoct"))) {
notesper = mxGetScalar(ptr);
mexPrintf("notesperoct: %f\n",notesper);

}

if ((ptr = mxGetField(opts, 0, "samplerate"))) {
fs = mxGetScalar(ptr);
mexPrintf("samplerate: %d\n",fs);

}

if ((ptr = mxGetField(opts, 0, "notefreqs"))) {
noteFreqsGiven = 1;
addsyn.notefreqs = mxGetPr(ptr);
mexPrintf("notefreqs found\n");

}

/* if partialfreqs not given, default to 1x"1" */
/* If it is given, set numpartials; default partialamps to all 1s */

if ((ptr = mxGetField(opts, 0, "partialfreqs"))) {
addsyn.partialfreqs = mxGetPr(ptr);
/* Assume column vector - dimension[0] */
addsyn.numpartials = mxGetDimensions(ptr)[0];
mexPrintf("partialfreqs found, %d partials\n", addsyn.numpartials);

}

/* If partialamps is given and doesn’t match numpartials, throw error */

if ((ptr = mxGetField(opts, 0, "partialamps"))) {
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addsyn.partialamps = mxGetPr(ptr);
/* Assume column vector - dimension[0] */
i = mxGetDimensions(ptr)[0];
if (i != addsyn.numpartials) {

mexPrintf("%d partialamps found but numpartials is %d\n",i,addsyn.numpartials);
mexErrMsgTxt("Size of partialfreqs and partialamps column vectors must match");

}
mexPrintf("partialamps found\n");

}
}

addsyn.numnotes = mxGetM(prhs[0]);
addsyn.numframes = mxGetN(prhs[0]);
mexPrintf("%d frames, %d notes\n",addsyn.numframes,addsyn.numnotes);
addsyn.samplerate = fs;
addsyn.framelen = (int)fs*totaldur/addsyn.numframes;
wavelength = addsyn.numframes*addsyn.framelen;

/* Create matrix for the return argument. Initializes to 0 (important!)*/
plhs[0] = mxCreateDoubleMatrix(wavelength, 1, mxREAL);
addsyn.out = mxGetPr(plhs[0]);

if (!noteFreqsGiven) {
addsyn.notefreqs = mxCalloc(addsyn.numnotes,sizeof(double));
buildfreqidx(addsyn.notefreqs, basefreq, addsyn.numnotes, notesper);

}

addsyn.scoredata = mxGetPr(prhs[0]);

run_addsyn(&addsyn); /* Puts data into addsyn->out == plhs[0] */

/* Clean up */
if (!noteFreqsGiven) {
mxFree(addsyn.notefreqs);

}

}

/* WAVETOPARTIALS: The C interface to the Loris library, to be called from Matlab */

#include "wavetopartials.h"
#include <loris.h>
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#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

lorisdata *loris_setup( lorisdata *ld, double *samples, unsigned long numsamples,
int samplerate, double freqres, double minfreq, double maxfreq,
double timeinterval, double binsperoct) {

unsigned long k;

ld->samplerate = samplerate;
ld->freqres = freqres;
ld->minfreq = minfreq;
ld->maxfreq = maxfreq;
ld->timeinterval = timeinterval;
ld->binsperoct = binsperoct;

ld->analyzer = createAnalyzer(freqres, freqres);
analyzer_setBwRegionWidth(ld->analyzer,0);
/* analyzer_setFreqFloor(ld->analyzer,ld->freqres); */

ld->partiallist = createPartialList();
ld->samplevector = createSampleVector(numsamples);

for (k=0; k<numsamples; ++k) {
sampleVector_setAt(ld->samplevector, k, samples[k]);

}

ld->ratio_bands = pow(2.0,(1.0/ld->binsperoct));
/* i.e. 2**(1/12) is semitone ratio */

ld->freqidxsize = (int) ceil(log(ld->maxfreq/ld->minfreq)
/log(ld->ratio_bands));

/* no. of bands to cover frequency range */

ld->timesize = (int) ceil(numsamples / (float)samplerate / timeinterval);

return ld;
}
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void loris_run( lorisdata *ld ) {

analyzer_analyze(ld->analyzer, ld->samplevector, ld->samplerate, ld->partiallist);

/* numSamples = 0 -> sample longest partial every 30ms by default */

distill(ld->partiallist);
}

int loris_freqtoidx( lorisdata *ld, double freq) {
double normfactor = (log(ld->maxfreq) - log(ld->minfreq));
return rint(ld->freqidxsize*(log(freq)-log(ld->minfreq)) / normfactor);

}

void loris_make_freqidx(lorisdata *ld, double *outmat) {
int k;
for (k=0; k<ld->freqidxsize; ++k) {
outmat[k] = ld->minfreq*pow(ld->ratio_bands, k+1);

}
}

void loris_free(lorisdata *ld) {
destroyAnalyzer(ld->analyzer);
destroyPartialList(ld->partiallist);
destroySampleVector(ld->samplevector);

}

/* WAVETOPARTIALS: The C interface to the Loris library, to be called from Matlab */

#include "wavetopartials.h"
#include <loris.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

lorisdata *loris_setup( lorisdata *ld, double *samples, unsigned long numsamples,
int samplerate, double freqres, double minfreq, double maxfreq,
double timeinterval, double binsperoct) {

unsigned long k;
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ld->samplerate = samplerate;
ld->freqres = freqres;
ld->minfreq = minfreq;
ld->maxfreq = maxfreq;
ld->timeinterval = timeinterval;
ld->binsperoct = binsperoct;

ld->analyzer = createAnalyzer(freqres, freqres);
analyzer_setBwRegionWidth(ld->analyzer,0);
/* analyzer_setFreqFloor(ld->analyzer,ld->freqres); */

ld->partiallist = createPartialList();
ld->samplevector = createSampleVector(numsamples);

for (k=0; k<numsamples; ++k) {
sampleVector_setAt(ld->samplevector, k, samples[k]);

}

ld->ratio_bands = pow(2.0,(1.0/ld->binsperoct));
/* i.e. 2**(1/12) is semitone ratio */

ld->freqidxsize = (int) ceil(log(ld->maxfreq/ld->minfreq)
/log(ld->ratio_bands));

/* no. of bands to cover frequency range */

ld->timesize = (int) ceil(numsamples / (float)samplerate / timeinterval);

return ld;
}

void loris_run( lorisdata *ld ) {

analyzer_analyze(ld->analyzer, ld->samplevector, ld->samplerate, ld->partiallist);

/* numSamples = 0 -> sample longest partial every 30ms by default */

distill(ld->partiallist);
}
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int loris_freqtoidx( lorisdata *ld, double freq) {
double normfactor = (log(ld->maxfreq) - log(ld->minfreq));
return rint(ld->freqidxsize*(log(freq)-log(ld->minfreq)) / normfactor);

}

void loris_make_freqidx(lorisdata *ld, double *outmat) {
int k;
for (k=0; k<ld->freqidxsize; ++k) {
outmat[k] = ld->minfreq*pow(ld->ratio_bands, k+1);

}
}

void loris_free(lorisdata *ld) {
destroyAnalyzer(ld->analyzer);
destroyPartialList(ld->partiallist);
destroySampleVector(ld->samplevector);

}

/* LORISLIST.CPP - Quantize set of Loris partials into a Matlab matrix.

Loris is natively C++, and doesn’t expose its whole API via
the C procedural interface. To get the information needed to quantize
the partials, this C-linkable C++ module is needed. */

#include <loris.h>
#include <loris/PartialUtils.h>
using namespace Loris;
#include "wavetopartials.h"

extern "C" void loris_quantize( lorisdata *ld, double *outmat, double *timeidx ) {
int k, fi;
double t, f, a;

PartialList *p;
PartialList::iterator pIter;

p = ld->partiallist;

for (k=0;k<ld->timesize;++k) {
t = k*ld->timeinterval;
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if (timeidx != NULL) {
timeidx[k] = t;

}

for (pIter = p->begin(); pIter != p->end(); ++pIter) {

a = pIter->amplitudeAt(t);
fi = loris_freqtoidx(ld, pIter->frequencyAt(t));

if ( (fi>=0) && (fi<ld->freqidxsize) ) {
outmat[k*ld->freqidxsize + fi] += a;

}

}
}

}

/*
WAVEMEX.C - The MEX interface code that calls wavetopartials.c

[logfreqmat, freqidx, timeidx]=wavetopartials(s, fs, options)
options: freqres=10, minfreq=50, maxfreq=4000, timeinterval=0.1, binsperoct=36

*/

#include "mex.h"
#include "wavetopartials.h"

void mexFunction(int nlhs, mxArray *plhs[],
int nrhs, const mxArray *prhs[])

{

lorisdata ld;

mxArray *ptr, *freqidx;
const mxArray *opts;

double freqres, minfreq, maxfreq, timeinterval, binsperoct;
double *timeidx_pr;

/* Handle defaults and arguments */
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freqres = 10;
minfreq = 50;
maxfreq = 4000;
binsperoct = 36;
timeinterval = 0.1;

if (nlhs<1) {
mexErrMsgTxt("wavetopartials: at least one output argument required");

}
if (nrhs<2) {
mexErrMsgTxt("wavetopartials(wave,samplerate[,params])");

}
if (!(mxIsDouble(prhs[0]))) {
mexErrMsgTxt("Wave must be of type double.");

}
if (!(mxIsNumeric(prhs[1]))) {
mexErrMsgTxt("Samplerate must be numeric.");

}
if (nrhs>2) {
opts = prhs[2];
if (!mxIsStruct(opts)) {
mexErrMsgTxt("Third argument must be structure if present");

}
if ((ptr = mxGetField(opts, 0, "freqres"))) {
freqres = mxGetScalar(ptr);
mexPrintf("freqres: %f\n",freqres);

}
if ((ptr = mxGetField(opts, 0, "minfreq"))) {
minfreq = mxGetScalar(ptr);
mexPrintf("minfreq: %f\n",minfreq);

}
if ((ptr = mxGetField(opts, 0, "maxfreq"))) {
maxfreq = mxGetScalar(ptr);
mexPrintf("maxfreq: %f\n",maxfreq);

}
if ((ptr = mxGetField(opts, 0, "binsperoct"))) {
binsperoct = mxGetScalar(ptr);
mexPrintf("binsperoct: %f\n",binsperoct);

}
if ((ptr = mxGetField(opts, 0, "timeinterval"))) {
timeinterval = mxGetScalar(ptr);
mexPrintf("timeinterval: %f\n",timeinterval);

}
}
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/* Processing */

loris_setup(&ld,
mxGetPr(prhs[0]), mxGetNumberOfElements(prhs[0]),
mxGetScalar(prhs[1]),
freqres, minfreq, maxfreq, timeinterval, binsperoct);

plhs[0] = mxCreateDoubleMatrix( ld.freqidxsize, ld.timesize, mxREAL);

freqidx = mxCreateDoubleMatrix(ld.freqidxsize, 1, mxREAL);

loris_make_freqidx(&ld, mxGetPr(freqidx));

if (nlhs>1) {
plhs[1] = freqidx;

}

if (nlhs>2) {
plhs[2] = mxCreateDoubleMatrix(ld.timesize, 1, mxREAL);
timeidx_pr = mxGetPr(plhs[2]);

} else {
timeidx_pr = NULL;

}

loris_run(&ld);
loris_quantize(&ld, mxGetPr(plhs[0]), timeidx_pr);

/* Cleanup */

loris_free(&ld);

if (nlhs<2) {
mxDestroyArray(freqidx);

}
}
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